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amazon com ayn rand a sense of life director s vision - author and philosopher ayn rand born alice rosenbaum
developed an intense following in the 1930s and 40s for her best selling novels the fountainhead and atlas shrugged and
her anti communist pro capitalism creed of objectivism, the colbert report series comedy central official site - as america
s most fearless purveyor of truthiness stephen colbert shines a light on ego driven punditry moral hypocrisy and government
incompetence raising the bar for political satire, author filibuster tv tropes - if the author s opinion is the purpose of the
work it s an author tract if this is the climax of the book it s often a case of talking the monster to death if a character is
delivering the rant it s also a character filibuster a main cause of don t shoot the message, straw character tv tropes - this
is not to say that such extremists don t actually exist but the straw character presents extreme or minority views as the
typical beliefs of a group rather than those of a tiny subset of it a sub type of straw character is the sounding board a
character who makes points on their side purely so a character the author agrees with can reply with devastating
comebacks that prove the first, revolution may start in france as crazy zionists try yet - the insane religious fanatic
zionists who have been trying for years to start armageddon have failed yet again in their latest attempt this time in syria
they now face serious repercussions possibly starting with a revolution in france before we get into the details let s
remember what it is we re dealing with here it is difficult
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